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Abstract

To be properly controlled, dynamic systems need plans or policies.
Plans are sequences of actions to be performed, whereas policies as-
sociate an action to be performed with each possible system state.
The model-based synthesis of plans or policies consists in producing
them automatically starting from a model of the physical system to be
controlled and from user requirements on the controlled system. This
article is a survey of what exists and what has been done at ONERA
for the automatic synthesis of plans or policies for the high-level control
of dynamic systems.

1 A high-level reactive control loop

Aerospace systems must be controlled to meet the requirements for which
they have been designed. They must be controlled at the lowest levels. For
example, an aircraft must be permanently controlled to be automatically
maintained at a given altitude or to go down at a given speed. They must
be controlled at higher levels too. For example, an autonomous surveillance
UAV must decide on the next area to visit at the end of each area visit
(highest navigation level). After that, it must build a feasible trajectory
allowing it to reach the chosen area (intermediate guidance level). Then,
this trajectory is followed thanks to an automatic control system (lowest
control level).

At any level, automatic control takes the form of a control loop as illus-
trated by Fig. 1. At any step, the controller receives observations from the
dynamic system and sends it back commands; commands result in changes
in the dynamic system and then in new observations and commands at the
next step.
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Figure 1: Control loop of a dynamic system.

At the lowest levels, for example for the automatic control of an aircraft,
the dynamic system is usually modelled using a set of differential equations
(domain of continuous automatic control [27]). However, at the highest
levels, for example for the automatic navigation of an UAV, it is more con-
veniently modelled as a discrete event dynamic system (domain of discrete
automatic control [28]): instantaneous system transitions occurring at dis-
crete times; if the system is in a state s and an event e occurs, it changes
instantaneously in a new state s′.

In some cases, these transitions can be assumed to be deterministic:
there is only one possible state s′ following s and e. In other cases, due
to uncertain changes in the environment, to actions of other uncontrolled
agents, or to uncertain effects of controller actions, they are not determin-
istic: there are several possible states s′ following s and e. For example,
the result of an observation action by an UAV may depend on atmospheric
conditions.

In some cases, the controller has access to the whole system state at
each step (full observability). However, in many cases, it has only access to
observations that do not allow it to know exactly the current system state
(partial observability). For example, an automatic reconfiguration system
may not know the precise subsystem responsible for a faulty behavior, but
must act in spite of its partial knowledge. In some particular cases, no
observation is available (null observability).

In many cases, the system is assumed to run infinitely: in fact, its death is
not considered. However, in some cases, it is assumed to stop when reaching
some conditions. This is the case when we consider a specific mission for an
UAV which ends when the UAV lands at its base.

User requirements on the behavior of the controlled system may take
several forms. In the most general way, they take the form of properties
(constraints) to be satisfied by the system trajectory (sequence of states
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followed by the system), or of a function of the system trajectory to be
optimized. Usual properties are safety and reachability properties: a safety
property must be satisfied at any step whereas a reachability property must
be only satisfied at the final step. The requirement that the energy level
on board a spacecraft must remain above a minimum level is an example of
safety property. The fact that an UAV must visit a given area is an example
of reachability property.

The most general form of a controller is a policy which associates with
each pair made of an observation o and a controller state cs another pair
made of a command c and a new controller state cs′ (see Figure 2). Con-
troller state is useful to record relevant features of past observations and
commands, as well as current objectives. Note that command c and con-
troller state updating cs′ are deterministic1 whereas system state transition
s′ may not be. In the particular case of a finite trajectory with determinism
or with non determinism without observability, that is when observability is
useless or impossible, a controller may take the simpler form of a plan which
is a sequence of commands.
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System
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System
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c 〈c, cs′〉 = π(o, cs)

Figure 2: Controller implementing a policy π.

The main question of discrete automatic control is then: how to build
a controller (a policy or a plan) that guarantees that requirements on the
controlled system are satisfied, possibly in an optimal way?

To do that, one can distinguish three main approaches: (1) manual de-
sign, (2) automatic learning, and (3) automatic synthesis. The first ap-
proach, which is by far the most usual, assumes the existence of human
experts or programmers who are able to define a controller under the form
of decision rules which point out what to do in each possible situation (pair

1We do not consider in this article the case of non deterministic controllers which select
commands in a non deterministic stochastic way.
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〈observation, controller state〉). Model checking techniques [29] can then
be used to verify that the resulting controller satisfies requirements. The
second approach, which is more and more used, consists in learning auto-
matically a controller from experience: a set of triples 〈situation, command,
effects〉 which can be obtained by running the system or by simulating it [30].
The third approach, which is the most used at ONERA for the control of
aerospace systems because it offers the best guarantees in terms of require-
ment satisfaction, consists in synthesizing automatically a controller from a
model of the dynamic system, of the controller, and of the requirements on
the controlled system. This is this approach we develop in this article.

2 Control synthesis modes

When it is embedded in an aircraft or spacecraft, the controller may be
strongly limited in terms of memory and computing power. In spite of
these limitations, it must make reactive decisions or at least make decisions
by some specified deadlines. For example, the next area to be visited by an
UAV and the trajectory that allows this area to be reached must be available
by the end of the visit of the current area.

To satisfy these requirements, the most usual approach consists in syn-
thesizing the controller off-line, that is before execution. As soon as it has
been built, the controller can be implemented and then reactively executed
on board.

However, synthesizing off-line a controller requires to take into account
all the possible situations. Because the number of possible situations can
quickly become astronomical (settings with 10100, 10500, or 101000 possi-
ble situations are not rare), difficulties quickly arise in terms of controller
synthesis, memorization, and execution.

To overcome such difficulties, an option consists in synthesizing the con-
troller on-line on board: given the current context, the number of situations
to be considered can be dramatically reduced; if computing resources are
sufficient on board, the synthesis of a controller dedicated to the current
context may be feasible by the specified deadlines; as long as the current
context remains unchanged, this controller remains valid; as soon as the
context changes, a new controller is synthesized. See [1] for a generic im-
plementation of such an approach. Anytime algorithms [31], which produce
quickly a first solution and try to improve on it as long as computing time
is available, may be appropriate in such a setting.

When the state is fully observable and the possible state evolutions can
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be reasonably approximated by a deterministic model, at least over a limited
horizon ahead, an option consists in (i) synthesizing a simpler controller
under the form of a plan over a limited horizon, (ii) keeping with this plan
as long as it remains valid (no violated assumptions and a sufficient horizon
ahead taken into account), and (iii) replanning as soon as it becomes invalid.
Such an option (planning/replanning) is widely used because of its simplicity
and efficiency. See [2] for an example of application to the control of Earth
observation satellites.

Another option, close to the previous one and to the model predictive
control [32] approach developed in the domain of continuous automatic con-
trol, consists at each step in (i) observing the current state, (ii) synthesizing
a controller under the form a plan over a limited horizon (reasoning hori-
zon), (iii) applying only the first command in this plan (decision horizon),
and (iv) starting again at the next step over a sliding reasoning horizon
ahead. A simple decision rule (valid, but non optimal) is applied when no
plan has been produced. See [3] for a generic implementation of such an
approach and [4] for an example of application to the autonomous control
of an Earth observation satellite.

3 Models

The automatic controller synthesis approach requires models of the dynamic
system, of the controller, and of the requirements on the controlled system.

3.1 Model of the dynamic system

Dynamic systems are usually modelled using:

• a finite set S of possible states;

• a finite set A of possible actions;

• a feasibility model F which defines feasible state-action pairs;

• an initialisation model I which defines possible initial states;

• a transition model T which defines possible state transitions.

F ⊆ S × A defines feasible actions in each state. When transitions are
deterministic, T is a function which associates a next state s′ with each pair
made of a state s and a feasible action a. When they are not deterministic,
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T ⊆ S × A × S is a relation which defines possible triples 〈s, a, s′〉. When
probabilistic information is available, T is a probability distribution which
associates which each triple 〈s, a, s′〉 the probability to be in state s′ after
applying feasible action a in state s. The same way, I may be defined by a
state, a set of states, or a probability distribution. It must be emphasized
that the transition model is here assumed to be Markovian: the next state
s′ depends only on the current state s and action a; it does not depend
on previous states and actions. When this assumption is not satisfied, it
is necessary to add relevant features of past states and actions in the state
definition to get it satisfied.

3.2 Model of the controller

As for controllers, they are usually modelled using:

• a finite set O of observation variables;

• an observation model Om which defines possible state-observation
pairs.

As T , Om may be defined by a function, a relation, or a probability
distribution.

3.3 Requirements on the controlled system

Finally, user requirements on the controlled system are modelled using a
requirement model R which may take several forms:

• R ⊆ S may define the set of acceptable final states, also called goal
states (reachability property);

• R ⊆ S × A × S may define the set of acceptable transitions (safety
property), not to be mistaken for the set T of possible transitions,
previously defined in the model of the dynamic system;

• R may be a function which associates a local reward with each transi-
tion 〈s, a, s′〉; the total reward associated with a trajectory is then the
sum of the local rewards associated with the successive transitions.

More complex requirements on the system trajectories may be expressed
using temporal logics [33].
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3.4 Compact representations

Usually, sets S, A, and O of states, actions, and observations are compactly
defined using finite sets of state, action, and observation variables whose
domains of value are finite (factored representation). For example, if Sv
is the set of state variables, S is defined as Πv∈SvD(v), where D(v) is the
domain of v. The same way, feasibility, initialisation, transition, and ob-
servation relations are compactly defined using constraints [34] or decision
diagrams [35]. Initialisation, transition, and observation probability distri-
butions may also be compactly defined using Bayesian networks [36], valued
constraints [5] or algebraic decision diagrams [37].

3.5 Usual frameworks

For example, in the classical AI planning framework (Artificial Intelligence
planning [38]), the initialisation model is defined by a state (only one possible
initial state), the feasibility model by action preconditions, the transition
model by deterministic action effects, and the requirement model by a set
of goal states. The objective is to build a plan that allows a goal state
to be reached. Because of determinism, observation is useless. Specific
languages, such as PDDL [39, 40], have been developed in the context of the
International Planning Competition (IPC) to allow users to express models
in a compact and natural way.

For example too, in the classical MDP framework (Markov Decision Pro-
cesses [41]), initialisation and transition models are defined by probability
distributions, there is no observation model (assumption of full observabil-
ity), and the requirement model has the form of additive local rewards.
The objective is to build a policy that maximizes the expected total reward
over finite horizons or the expected discounted total reward over infinite
ones (reward geometrically decreasing as a function of the step number). In
the POMDP framework (Partially Observable MDP [42]), the observation
model is defined by a probability distribution.

In the goal MDP framework, which is a hybrid between AI planning and
MDP, a set of goal states is added to the MDP definition and local rewards
are replaced by costs. There is no discount factor. The objective is to build
a policy that minimizes the expected total cost to reach a goal state.

Finally, in a framework that can be referred to as the logical MDP frame-
work [43, 6], initialisation, transition, observation, and requirement models
are defined by relations. The objective is to build a policy that guarantees
that reachability and/or safety requirements are satisfied in spite of non
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determinism and partial observability.

3.6 Other models

It must be emphasized that, although these models are generic, many real
problems of synthesis of plans or policies in the aerospace domain are more
conveniently modeled using different frameworks, popular in the Operations
Research community: scheduling, resource assignment, knapsack, shortest
path, or traveling salesman problems [44, 45, 46]. For example, the main
objective of plan synthesis is to build a sequence of actions allowing a goal
to be reached. However, when planning activities for an Earth observation
satellite, the problem is not to discover the sequence of basic actions allowing
an area a to be observed: one knows that is necessary to set the instrument
ON, to point the satellite towards the beginning of a during an a’s visibility
window, to start observing, to memorize data, and then to download it
using a station visibility window. The HTN framework (Hierarchical Task
Network [47, 7]) may be used to describe such a decomposition of a task
into sub-tasks. The main problem is to organize observations over time and
resources in order to perform a maximal subset of them of maximum value.
In these problems, time and resource management is central and an explicit
representation of the system state may be useless. See [8] for an example.

It must be however stressed that standard Operations Research prob-
lems rarely allow real problems to be completely and precisely modelled.
For example, many problems are over-constrained scheduling problems with
complex time and resource constraints to be satisfied and a complex opti-
mization function to be optimized. See [9] for an example.

It must be emphasized too that many problems in the aerospace domain
combine action planning [38] and motion planning [48]. For example, in-
serting the visit of an area in the activity plan of an UAV requires to check
the feasibility of the trajectory allowing the UAV to reach this area and
to compute the effects of this movement, for example in terms of energy.
See [10] for the proposal of a generic scheme for cooperation between action
and motion planning.

To sum up, many real problems appear to be complex hybrids of action
planning, motion planning, and task scheduling. The CNT framework (Con-
straint Network on Timelines [11]) has been developed to try and model
them as well as possible. It extends the basic CSP framework (Constraint
Satisfaction Problem [34]) by defining horizon variables that represent the
unknown number of steps in system trajectories and by defining dynamic
constraints as functions which associate with each assignment of the horizon
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variables a set of classical CSP constraints.

4 Optimality equations

Optimality equations, also called Bellman equations [49], allow satisficing
or optimal policies to be characterized. In the MDP framework over infinite
horizons, they can be defined as follows.

Let I(s) be the probability of being initially in state s, F (s, a) be a
Boolean function which returns true when action a is feasible in state s,
T (s, a, s′) be the probability of being in state s′ after applying action a in
state s, R(s, a, s′) be the local reward associated with this transition, and
γ ∈ [0, 1[ be the discount factor.

Let V ∗(s, a) be the optimal expected total reward it is possible to get
when starting from state s and applying action a, V ∗(s) be the optimal
expected total reward it is possible to get when starting from state s, V ∗ be
the optimal expected total reward it is possible to get taking into account
the possible initial states, and π∗ be an optimal policy. It can be shown that
the following equations must be satisfied:

∀s ∈ S, ∀a ∈ A|F (s, a) : V ∗(s, a) =
∑
s′∈S

T (s, a, s′) · (R(s, a, s′) + γ · V ∗(s′))

∀s ∈ S : V ∗(s) = max
a∈A|F (s,a)

V ∗(s, a)

∀s ∈ S : π∗(s) = argmaxa∈A|F (s,a) V
∗(s, a)

V ∗ =
∑
s∈S

I(s) · V ∗(s)

Whereas values V ∗(s, a), V ∗(s), and V ∗ are the only solutions of this set
of equations, several associated optimal policies are possible.

In the goal MDP framework, there is no discount factor, V ∗(s) = 0 for
any goal state, and maximization is replaced by minimization.

In the logical MDP framework, these equations can be reformulated as
follows.

Let I(s) be true when s is a possible initial state, F (s, a) be true when
action a is feasible in state s, T (s, a, s′) be true when s′ is a possible state
after applying action a in state s, and R(s, a, s′) be true when this transition
is acceptable (safety properties).

Let V ∗(s, a) be true when it is possible to satisfy the safety properties
when starting from state s and applying action a, V ∗(s) be true when it is
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possible to satisfy the safety properties when starting from state s, and π∗

be a satisfying policy. It can be shown that the following equations must be
satisfied:

∀s ∈ S, ∀a ∈ A|F (s, a) : V ∗(s, a) = ∧s′∈S(T (s, a, s′)→ (R(s, a, s′) ∧ V ∗(s′)))
∀s ∈ S : V ∗(s) = ∨a∈A|F (s,a)V

∗(s, a)

∀s ∈ S : π∗(s) = argtruea∈A|F (s,a) V
∗(s, a)

∀s ∈ S : I(s)→ V ∗(s)

5 Algorithms

5.1 Dynamic programming

Dynamic programming algorithms [49] directly exploit the optimality equa-
tions to produce satisfying or optimal policies. The most popular variant,
referred to as value iteration, approximates better and better values V ∗(s),
starting from any initial values V0(s). In the classical MDP framework, at
each algorithm iteration step i > 0, values are updated the following way:

∀s ∈ S, ∀a ∈ A|F (s, a) : Vi(s, a) =
∑
s′∈S

T (s, a, s′) · (R(s, a, s′) + γ · Vi−1(s′))

∀s ∈ S : Vi(s) = max
a∈A|F (s,a)

Vi(s, a)

It can be shown that values Vi(s) asymptotically converge to V ∗(s).
Practically, the algorithm stops when maxs∈S |Vi(s)− Vi−1(s)| is below a
given threshold. When it stops at step i, a policy π can be extracted using
the following equation: ∀s ∈ S : π(s) = argmaxa∈A|F (s,a) Vi(s, a).

In the logical MDP framework, initial values V0(s) are all true and con-
vergence is reached in a finite number of iterations.

These algorithms are the most natural way of getting an optimal policy
when the number of states remains reasonably small. However, because the
number of states is an exponential function of the number of state variables,
they may become quickly impracticable.

To overcome such a difficulty, special structures can be used inside dy-
namic programming algorithms. In the logical MDP framework, binary
decision diagrams (BDD [35]), which allow a Boolean function of Boolean
variables to be represented, can be used to represent compactly relations
and to manipulate them [50]. This technique can be extended to classical
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MDP via the use of algebraic decision diagrams (ADD [37]), which allow a
real function of Boolean variables to be represented.

5.2 Heuristic search

Whereas dynamic programming algorithms consider all the possible states,
heuristic search algorithms consider only those that are reachable from the
possible initial states by following the policies that are considered: a poten-
tially very small subset of the set of possible states.

Although these algorithms are not limited to AI Planning problems,
they can be easily introduced in this framework. In AI Planning, we have
one possible initial state, positive action costs, deterministic transitions,
and a set of goal states. The problem can be formulated as a shortest path
problem in a weighted oriented graph where nodes are associated with states,
arcs with transitions, positive weights with action costs: a shortest path is
searched for in this graph from the node associated with the unique initial
state to any node associated with a goal state.

Efficient algorithms exist to produce shortest paths from an initial node
n0 to any node in weighted graphs with positive weights, such as the well-
known Dijkstra algorithm [51]. Let W (n, n′) be the weight of the edge from
node n to node n′. This algorithm builds incrementally a tree of shortest
paths from n0 to any node n, rooted in n0. At each algorithm step, with
any node n, are associated an upper bound V (n) on the minimum length to
go from n0 to n, and the parent node P (n) of n in the current tree. Values
V (n) are initialized with +∞, except 0 for the initial node. Parents nodes
P (n) are initialized with ∅. At each algorithm step, the algorithm visits a
new node. The selected node is a node of minimum value V (n). For each
node n′ that has not been visited yet and can be reached directly from n,
such that V (n) + W (n, n′) < V (n′), V (n′) is updated to V (n) + W (n, n′)
and P (n′) with n. The algorithm stops when all nodes have been visited.
It is guaranteed that, for each node n, V (n) is then the minimum length to
go from n0 to n. The associated shortest path can be built backward using
P (n). This algorithm visits only the nodes that are reachable from n0.

However, when we search for shortest paths from an initial node to a
set of goal nodes, more efficient algorithms exist, such as the well-known A∗

algorithm [52]. This algorithm works as the Dijkstra algorithm does, except
that values V (n) are replaced by values V ′(n) which are the sum of two
values: a value V (n) which is an upper bound on the minimum length to
go from n0 to n, and a value H(n) which is a lower bound on the minimum
length to go from n to any goal node. Values V (n) are initialized and
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updated the same way as they are in the Dijkstra algorithm. As for values
H(n), they are assumed to be given by an admissible (optimistic) heuristic
function, null for any goal node. At each algorithm step, the selected node
is a node of minimum value V ′(n). If the heuristic function is monotone
(∀n, n′ : H(n) ≤ H(n′) + W (n, n′)), a node cannot be revisited, but, if
it is not, a node may be visited several times. The algorithm stops when
the selected node is a goal node. It is guaranteed that the value V (n) of
this node is the minimum length to go from the initial node to any goal
node. With regard to the Dijkstra algorithm, the main advantage of this
algorithm is its focus on goal states via the heuristic function. Its efficiency
strongly depends on this heuristic. The better the heuristic function H(n)
approximates the minimum length to go from n to any goal node, the fewer
nodes are visited. The Dijkstra algorithm is a particular case of A∗ where
the heuristic function is null for any node.

The most efficient algorithms for solving AI planning problems, such as
for example HSP (Heuristic Search Planner [53]) or FF (Fast Forward [54]),
combine sophisticated variants of A* with powerful heuristic computations.
The heuristic function is automatically built by solving specific problem re-
laxations at each node of the search. Some of these heuristics are admissible
(thus yielding optimal plans) as the optimum of any problem relaxation is a
lower bound on the optimum of the original problem. The YAHSP planner
(Yet Another Heuristic Search Planner [12]) uses variants of these principles
as well as a lookahead strategy which makes the planner to focus faster on
promising parts of the graph. It must be stressed that the graph is never
explicitly built. It is only explored as and when required by the effective
search.

Heuristic search can be generalized to planning under uncertainty. For
example, the LAO∗ algorithm [55] solves goal MDP problems via a combi-
nation of heuristic forward search and dynamic programming. The RFF
algorithm (Robust FF [13]) solves the same problems using successive calls
to FF : a deterministic model of the goal MDP is first built by consider-
ing the most likely initial state and, for each state and each feasible action,
the most likely transition; a plan is built using this deterministic model;
then, this plan, which is a partial policy, is simulated using the original non
deterministic model; for each reachable state s that is not covered by the
current policy, a plan is built from s using the deterministic model, and so
on until all reachable states or nearly of them are covered by the current
policy. If all reachable states are covered, the resulting policy guarantees
goal reachability, but may be not optimal.
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5.3 Greedy search

Greedy search is a very simple technique for dealing with combinatorial
optimization problems. It consists in making successive choices, following a
given heuristic, without ever reconsidering previous choices. For example,
in AI planning, it is possible to choose systematically as a next node a node
n that minimizes the heuristic function H(n). It is clear that this method
offers no guarantee in terms of goal reachability and optimality.

However, repeated greedy searches, combined with learning, can offer
these guarantees. For example, the LRTA∗ algorithm (Learning Real Time
A∗ [56]) solves shortest path problems by performing a sequence of greedy
searches. Each search starts from the initial node n0 and greedily uses a
heuristic function V which is a lower bound on the minimum length to
reach a goal node. V is initialized by any admissible (optimistic) heuristic.
When the current node is n, a node n′ that minimizes W (n, n′) + V (n′) is
selected, V (n) is updated to W (n, n′) + V (n′), and n′ becomes the current
node. The search stops when the current node is a goal node. A new search
can start using the current heuristic function V . It can be shown that,
search after search, this function converges to the minimum cost to reach a
goal node. This algorithm can be straightforwardly generalized to planning
under uncertainty. See the RTDP algorithm (Real Time Dynamic Program-
ming [57]) which solves goal MDP problems and can be seen as a special
way of exploiting Bellman optimality equations. This use of simulations of
the dynamic system to learn good policies is generalized by reinforcement
learning techniques [58].

Iterated stochastic greedy search [59] is another interesting variant where
heuristic choices are randomized and greedy searches are repeated. See [14,
4] for examples of application to planning for Earth observation satellites.

5.4 Local search

Local search [60] is a very powerful technique for approximate solving of com-
binatorial optimization problems. Starting from any solution, it improves on
it iteratively by searching for a better solution in the neighbourhood of the
current solution : a small set of solutions that differ slightly from the current
one. Although it cannot guarantee optimality, this method is generally able
to produce quickly high quality solutions thanks to so-called meta-heuristics
such as simulated annealing, tabu search, or evolutionary algorithms which
allow search to escape from so-called local minima: no better solution in the
neighbourhood of the current solution.
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It has been successfully applied to AI planning [61]. In [15], classical
planners and evolutionary algorithms are combined to produce high quality
plans. It is widely used to deal with scheduling problems with time and
resource constraints. See [8] for an example of application to the problem
of scheduling observations performed by an agile satellite.

5.5 Constraint-based approaches

The SAT and CSP frameworks (boolean SATisfiability [62] and Constraint
Satisfaction Problem [34]) are widely used to model and solve problems
where one searches for assignments to a given set of variables that satisfy a
given set of constraints and optimize a given criterion. To model AI planning
problems, we can associate one SAT/CSP variable with each state or action
variable at each step. However, the difficulty is that the number of steps in
a plan, and thus the number of SAT/CSP variables, is unknown.

This is why SAT and CSP techniques have been first used to solve plan-
ning problems over a given number of steps [63, 64]. One can start with
only one step and increment the number of steps each time a plan has not
been found, until a plan is finally found.

In the CNT framework (Constraint Network on Timelines [11]), this
unknown number of steps is taken into account inside the constraint-based
model via the use of so-called horizon variables. See [16, 17] for optimal and
anytime associated algorithms.

In [18], an alternative constraint-based formulation is proposed with vari-
ables associated with each possible action, present or not in the plan.

These constraint-based approaches are not limited to AI planning prob-
lems. They can be used for planning under uncertainty. See [6, 19] for two
approaches applicable to the logical MDP framework.

6 Applications

In this section, we show some selected examples of plan or policy synthesis
problems we had to deal with in the aerospace domain.

6.1 Search and rescue mission with an unmanned helicopter

For some years, ONERA has been using the ReSSAC platform for studying,
developing, experimenting, and demonstrating autonomous capabilities of
an unmanned helicopter [20]. In such a setting, ONERA researchers consid-
ered a mission of search and rescue of a person in a given area.
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After taking off from its base and reaching the search area, the helicopter
takes at high altitude a wide picture of this area and extracts possible landing
sub-areas. Before landing in any of these sub-areas, it must explore it at
lower altitude in order to be sure that landing is safe. After landing in any
sub-area, the searched person reaches the helicopter, which takes off to come
back to its base.

The mission goal is to come back to the base with the searched person.
Fuel is limited. For any sub-area, there is uncertainty about the fuel con-
sumed by its exploration and about the ability to land safely in it. The
problem is to determine in which order sub-areas are visited.

Because of uncertainties, producing off-line a plan to be executed by the
helicopter is not a valid approach. It is necessary to produce a policy either
off-line from the initial state, or on-line from the current state.

The problem has been modeled in the MDP framework. State variables
include discrete Boolean variables pointing out whether or not a given area
has already been explored and a continuous variable representing the current
level of fuel. Action variables include a discrete variable representing the
next sub-area to be visited. Transition probabilities are assumed to be
available. There is no reward except when the helicopter comes back to its
base with the searched person. All state variables are observable, but some
of them are continuous. The result is thus a hybrid MDP [65].

To solve it, a hybrid version of the RTDP algorithm (Real Time Dy-
namic Programming [57]), called HRTDP for Hybrid RTDP [21], has been
developed. HRTDP works as RTDP does, using greedy search, sampling,
and learning, except that value functions which associate a value with each
discrete-continuous state are approximated using regressors, and policies
which associate an action with each discrete-continuous state are approxi-
mated using classifiers.

We are currently working on more complex missions involving target
recognition, identification, and tracking by an unmanned helicopter, for
which we call on POMDP techniques [22].

6.2 Planning airport ground movements

On airports, aircraft must move safely from their landing runway to their
assigned gate and, in the opposite direction, from their gate to their assigned
runway.

To assist airport controllers, safe ground movement plans can be au-
tomatically built, taking into account a given set of flights over a given
temporal horizon ahead.
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To build such plans, the airport is modelled as an oriented weighted
graph where vertices represent runway access points, gates, or taxiway in-
tersections, arcs represent taxiways, and weights represent taxiway lengths.
In the proposed approach [23], flight movements are planned flight after
flight, according to their starting time order. For each flight, a movement
plan is built, taking into account the plans built for the previous flights.
For each flight, the problem is to find a shortest path in the graph in terms
of time, taking into account time separation constraints between aircraft at
each vertex of the graph. An A∗ algorithm is used to solve it optimally. The
result is a path in the graph, with a precise time associated with each vertex
in the path.

These plans are too rigid and do not take into account the uncertainty
about aircraft arrival and departure times and about aircraft ground speed.
To overcome such a difficulty, in a second version of the algorithm, precise
times associated with each flight and each vertex are replaced by time inter-
vals. The resulting plan is flexible and remains valid as long as these time
intervals are met by aircraft.

6.3 Management of an autonomous Earth surveillance and
observation satellite

For some years, ONERA, CNES, and LAAS-CNRS have been involved in
a joint project called AGATA [24] which aims at developing techniques for
improving spacecraft autonomy. A target mission in this project was a
fictitious mission, called HotSpot, of surveillance and observation of hotspots
(forest fires or volcanic eruptions) at the Earth surface by a constellation of
small satellites [14].

Each satellite is assumed to be equipped with a detection wide swath
instrument, able to detect hotspots at the Earth surface. In case of detec-
tion, an alarm is sent to the ground via relay geostationary satellites. Each
satellite is also equipped with an observation narrow swath instrument, able
to perform observations of areas on which hotspots have been detected or of
any other areas whose observation is required by the ground mission center.
Observation data is recorded on board and downloaded when the satellite
is within a visibility window of a ground reception station.

In this problem, uncertainty is due to the possible presence of hotspots.
However, we do not have at our disposal any model of this uncertainty.
This is why we adopted a planning/replanning approach (see Section 2).
Each plan is built over a given temporal horizon ahead, takes into account
the known observation requests, and ignores the possible future requests
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that might follow hotspot detection. In case of detection or any unexpected
event, a new plan is built.

To implement such an approach, we developed a generic reactive/delibe-
rative control architecture [3] where a reactive module receives information
from the environment, triggers a deliberative module with all the necessary
information (starting state, requests, temporal horizon), and makes final
decisions, and where the deliberative module performs anytime planning [31]
and sends plans to the reactive module each time a better plan is found.

Because plans must be produced quickly, we developed an iterated stochas-
tic greedy search. Each greedy search is performed chronologically from the
starting state and produces a candidate plan. At each step, the algorithm
makes a heuristic choice and checks that all the physical constraints are
met. Observations and data downloads which can be performed in parallel
are taken into account, as well as energy and memory profiles. Heuristic
choices are randomized to explore plans in a neighbourhood around a refer-
ence plan (the plan that is produced by strictly following heuristics).

6.4 Autonomous decision about data downloading

ONERA studied for CNES the problem of data downloading for a mission of
electromagnetic surveillance by a constellation of satellites. In this mission,
ground electromagnetic sources are tracked by satellites, data is recorded on
board and then downloaded towards ground reception centers [25].

The main difficulty in this problem is that the volume of data that results
from the tracking of a ground area is uncertain and that the variance of
the probability distribution is very large. In such conditions, building data
downloading plans off-line on the ground, as this is usually done, may be
problematic. If maximum volumes are taken into account, downloading
windows may be under-used due to actual volumes greater than their mean
value. If mean volumes are taken into account, some downloads may be
impossible due to actual volumes greater than their mean value.

In this problem, it is assumed that, for each ground area, a probability
distribution on the volume of data generated by its tracking is available. In
such conditions, if the tracking plan is known, an MDP model of the data
downloading problem can be built. Solving it would produce a policy which
would say which data to be downloaded as a function of current time and
memory state (data currently present in memory). However, the fact that
the resulting MDP is a hybrid MDP [65] with a huge number of continuous
variables (volume of each data in memory) prevented us, at least for the
moment, from following this approach.
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More pragmatically, we adopted a planning/replanning approach, close
to the one used to solve the previous HotSpot problem (see Section 6.3).
Each plan is built over a given sequence of downloading windows ahead and
takes into account the known volumes for the data already in memory and
the mean volumes for the others. Each time the tracking of a ground area
ends and the generated volume is known, a new plan is built. Plans are built
greedily by inserting data downloads one after the other. At each step, a
download of highest priority and, in case of equality, of highest ratio between
its value and its duration is selected and inserted in the plan at the earliest
possible time (classical heuristics used to solve knapsack problems [45]).

Simulations show the superiority in terms of actual downloads of on-
line on-board planning/replanning with regard to off-line planning on the
ground.

7 Challenges

7.1 Algorithmic efficiency

Algorithmic efficiency is the key issue for dealing with plan or policy syn-
thesis problems. Most of the problems we address are not polynomial, but
NP-hard or Pspace-hard according to the complexity theory in computer
science [66]. This means that the worst-case time complexity of any known
optimal algorithm grows at least exponentially with problem size, what is
usually referred to as the combinatorial explosion, and that there is no seri-
ous hope of discovering polynomial algorithms. Thus, if the combinatorial
explosion is unavoidable, all the game is to delay it as far as possible.

This is the role of many techniques we are working on as many other
researchers are, such as efficient data structures, intelligent search strate-
gies, intelligent sampling, high quality heuristics, constraint propagation
and bound computing, explanation and learning, decomposition, symmetry
breaking, incremental local moves, portfolios of algorithms, and efficient use
of multi-core processor architectures.

7.2 Generic vs. specific algorithms

In fact, in most of the applications we had to deal with, we did not use
generic algorithms, but developed specific ones, tuned for solving the spe-
cific problem at hand. The two main reasons for that are that (i) generic
frameworks and algorithms are often unable to handle specific features of
the problem and (ii) generic algorithms do not take into account problem
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specificities and are thus often too inefficient. However, this approach is
very consuming in terms of engineer working time. Moreover, any small
change in the problem definition may compel engineers to revisit the whole
algorithm.

As a consequence, one of the challenges we have to face is the design
of really generic modeling frameworks and of associated efficient generic
algorithms, for at least some important problem classes to be identified.
These algorithms should be tunable as much as possible as a function of the
problem at hand. If we succeed, engineers could limit their work to problem
analysis and modeling and to algorithm tuning.

7.3 Constraints and criteria

User requirements on the controlled system have usually the form of con-
straints to be satisfied or of criteria to be optimized on all the possible
system trajectories. However, some modeling frameworks such as temporal
logics, classical AI planning, or logical MDP focus on constraint satisfaction,
whereas other frameworks such as classical or goal MDP focus on criterion
optimization. It would be very interesting to build a more general frame-
work where various kinds of constraints and criteria on trajectories could
be together represented and handled, in order to be able for example to
synthesize safe optimal controllers.

7.4 Discrete and continuous variables

Most of the works on the problem of plan or policy synthesis for the high-
level control of dynamic systems consider that time, state, and action vari-
ables are discrete and more have a finite set of possible values. On the
other hand, works in the domain of continuous automatic control consider
continuous time, state, and command variables. A challenge would be to
put up a bridge between discrete and continuous worlds, in order to ad-
dress problems of control of hybrid systems, that can be modeled only using
discrete/continuous time, state, and command variables.

7.5 Centralized and decentralized control

In this article, we limited ourselves to problems where the control is central-
ized: whatever its dimension is, the physical system is controlled by a unique
controller which receives all the observations and sends all the commands.
However, in many situations, distributed control is either mandatory or de-
sirable. This is the case when a fleet of vehicles (aircraft, spacecraft, ground
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robots, ground stations . . . ) needs to be controlled in spite of non permanent
inter-vehicle communications. In this case, local decisions must be made by
each vehicle with only a local view of the system. This kind of problem
has already been formalized, using the Dec-MDP framework (Decentralized
Markov Decision Processes [67]), where each agent has a local view of the
system state and can only make local decisions, or the DCSP framework
(Distributed Constraint Satisfaction Problem [68]), where decision variables
are distributed among agents. Nevertheless, a lot of work remains to be
done in this domain in terms of relevant modeling frameworks and efficient
algorithms.

7.6 Human beings in the control loop

Finally, the presence of human beings who want to have the best view of
the system state, want to control the system at the highest level, and want
to be able to make their own decisions at any moment, is another challenge.
Indeed, whereas it is sensible to assume to have at our disposal models of the
dynamics of artificial physical systems, this is no longer the case with human
beings who may intervene as they want within the limits of the man-machine
interaction system. See [26] in this issue of Aerospace Lab.
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